514                    COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
(12)    Note the probability of ice, drift-wood, hay, cornstalks, fencing, etc., lodging against the proposed iron bridge.
(13)    Take notes of the size of channel, area of waterway required, direction of current, etc.
(14)    Ascertain  if  there  is  to  be  provided  under  the bridge a public or private roadway, wagon-pass or cattle-pass, with dimensions and conditions controlling the same.
(15)    If any portion of the bridge is to be filled, make an examination of the ground and state where the material can be obtained, and whether inside of the boundaries of the right-of way, or on land which will have to be purchased.
(16)    Ascertain  whether  any  additional right-of-way is required for any purpose connected with the work, and if so note location and amount.
(17)    Examine as to a suitable location for a stone yard, and for the storing of piles,  timber and iron-work;   also as to convenient locations for derricks  and  what provision will be required for suitable anchorage for derrick guys.
(18)    If the proposed reconstruction  involves any question of purchasing land or privileges, report the situation with advice,   but  avoid conversation with  property owners which would in any way interfere with relations that may be established later between them and an   agent  authorized  to make purchases or settle claims.
(19)    Inquire as to the accommodations for boarding and lodging for workmen and how they can get to and from their work.
(20)    Inquire into ^ the condition of train service  at the location with regard to the frequency of trains and the speed at which they ordinarily run over the bridge.
(21)    If piles are to be driven, make  your recommendation as to whether they should be driven with a land or«track driver, and if with a track driver,  state the nearest side-track to which it must retreat for passage of trains.
(22)    Make preliminary estimates of the cost of the permanent structure, taking your prices from the tables of cost of iron bridges and abutments which are furnished you and from them make your recommendation for the permanent bridge.
(23)    Make  your  recommendations as to the angles of piers and abutments, remembering that a square span is one in which its ends are at right angles to its longitudinal axis, and in a skew span the angle of skew is the enclosed angle between the end of the span and a line at right angles to its longitudinal
axis.
(24)    Make your recommendation as to what riprapping is required, with the amount and method of using it.

